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In this study, a survey instrument measuring knowledge

and attitudes about AIDS, information sources about AIDS,

and personal behavior was administered to college students.

Students completed the survey during a single class

period.

College students from five different institutions

constituted the sample population. The five colleges and

universities ranged from a small private college to a large

state-supported university. Over 450 students voluntarily

completed the survey, with 396 making up the sample for

analysis. Six research questions were explored. The

independent variables explored were gender, ethnic group,

institution, and size of hometown. The dependent variables

were students' scores on the AIDS Information and Attitude

Survey. Sample descriptive information is reported for the

demographic, information sources, and personal behavior

sections of the survey.

College students were found to have average to below

average scores on the AIDS Information Scale. On the AIDS

Attitudes Scale, the students were, overall, found to be



concerned about their vulnerability to the disease and not

to perceive a change in personal behavioral change as a

result of AIDS. One-way and two-way analysis of variance

was performed on the information and attitude scales showing

significant differences on each of the independent

variables. The students were found to use television,

newspapers, and school/teachers as their primary sources of

information. Concerning personal behaviors, the sample

reported minor differences over the past year.

This research appears to support the hypothesis that

gender, ethnic group, institution, and hometown do influence

knowledge and attitudes about AIDS.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

American college students, as a group, have been shown

by various researchers to have a high potential to become an

at-risk group for infection with HIV (Human Immunodeficiency

Virus), the virus shown to cause AIDS (Acquired Immune

Deficiency Syndrome) (Edgar, Freimuth, & Hammond, 1988;

Ishii-Kuntz, 1988; Widen, 1987). The fact that college

students are traditionally single and in a position of

first-time autonomy can significantly contribute to various

types of behavioral and attitudinal experimentation

(Carroll, 1988; Winslow, 1988), such as alternative

lifestyles, drugs and/or alcohol use, and sexual activity.

AIDS has been proven to be transmitted by sharing infected

bodily fluids through needles used with intravenous drugs,

anal and vaginal intercourse and has been conjectured to be

transmitted by other types of contact (Eidson, 1988; Kelly &

St. Lawrence, 1988; Masters, Johnson, & Kolodny, 1988).

Therefore the spread of AIDS among college students is

becoming a growing concern among those involved with the

population (Widen, 1987). Of particular concern for

researchers is how prevention strategies can best be

implemented with the population (Goodwin & Roscoe, 1988;
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Gottlieb, Vacalis, Palmer, & Conlon, 1988; Katzman,

Mulholland, & Sutherland, 1988, McDermott, Hawkins, Moore, &

Cittadino, 1987).

As evidence of the AIDS virus movement into the

heterosexual population mounts (Centers for Disease Control,

1989; Masters, Johnson, & Kolodny, 1988), concerns of

caregivers will be more directed toward individuals who come

in contact with third- or fourth-generation HIV carriers.

Third- or fourth-generation carriers are individuals who

contracted HIV through sexual contact (Cochran & Mays,

1989). Because of the latency period of AIDS, these

individuals may be unaware of their own HIV carrier status.

As Chris Norwood (1988) stated in her book about women and

AIDS, women have a unique position with the AIDS virus.

They are among the first risk group able to anticipate the

spread of the infection and learn how to protect themselves

and their loved ones. College students can be easily placed

in a similar position in respect to contracting the virus.

In 1986, the American College Health Association published

the combined effort of its Task Force on AIDS in a booklet

entitled AIDS on the College Campus (Keeling, 1986). In

their booklet, the authors stated that "the primary response

of colleges and universities to the AIDS epidemic must be

education" (Keeling, 1986, p. 1). They further directed

colleges and universities to be willing to speak frankly

about topics relating to AIDS.
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The task force expressed concern about college and

university students contracting the AIDS virus based upon

the knowledge that college students are (a) traditionally

experimental; (b) may act out differing elements of their

sexuality (homosexual or bisexual); (c) may exercise

inconsistent judgment in their selection of sexual partners;

and (d) may experiment with recreational drugs. Members of

the task force described the student population as "at

behavioral risk" and in need of education about AIDS. They

also expressed concern about students who may be infected,

asymptomatic for the disease (showing no symptoms of the

disease), and capable of infecting others.

Therefore, it is important to investigate college and

university students' current knowledge of AIDS, how they

gained this knowledge, how it has influenced their personal

behaviors, and what their attitudes are about AIDS. With

this knowledge, professionals can provice better programming

to meet the needs of students and, hopefully, slow the

spread of the disease. Also, through participation in

research in areas of attitudes, knowledge of AIDS, and

personal behaviors, students may begin to make important

changes.

A review of the literature relating to AIDS and college

students reveals apparent diffferences within the population

concerning various aspects of the disease (Mangan, 1988).

Students generally appear to possess knowledge of AIDS, but
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their knowledge is apparently not being translated into

sexual behavior. The effect of geographic location

(distance from major AIDS centers) on student knowledge and

attitudes about AIDS was explored in a single study of four

University of Texas campuses (Gottlieb, Vascalis, Palmer, &

Conlon, 1988). A similar study of adolescents was completed

in 1987 (DiClemente, Zorn, & Temoshok, 1987). There appears

to be little research concerning the influence of geographic

location (rural versus urban) and the possible impact of

proximity of an AIDS epicenter on the knowledge and

attitudes about AIDS held by this population. This study

was based on the following assumptions: (a) the AIDS

epidemic is moving into the general population, (b) the

disease is influencing society beyond geographically

acknowledged AIDS epicenters such as San Francisco and New

York, (c) for the spread of the disease to slow there must

be appropriate interventions in at-risk populations leading

to change in personal behaviors, (d) fear of contracting

AIDS has had a deterrent effect on sexual activity among

homosexuals (Simkins & Eberhage, 1984), (e) college students

are among those groups at-risk for contracting AIDS, and (f)

geographic location does have an influence on the knowledge

and attitudes about AIDS among college and university

students as well as influencing the types of educational

interventions attempted.
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With knowledge gained from this study, professionals

who work with college and university students should be

better able to plan appropriate methods to stop the spread

of AIDS among the population. Participation in research

such as this may also serve to increase students' awareness

of their risk of contracting the disease and provide

motivation for seeking further information and instigating

change in personal behavior.

Statement of the Problem

The problem addressed in this study was the assessment

of specific attitudes, knowledge, sources of information,

and personal behaviors of college students relating to AIDS

with comparisons based upon gender, hometown, ethnic group,

and school.

Synthesis of Related Literature

A great deal of data concerning various aspects of the

disease known as AIDS have become available since its

discovery in 1981. Therefore, a review of the literature is

warranted. The following literature review is divided into

sections on the AIDS disease and on literature concerning

AIDS and college students.

AIDS

AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) is caused

by a virus, HIV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus), and is
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transmitted through exposure to bodily fluids such as semen,

blood, and blood products, vaginal secretions, possibly via

mother's milk, from mother to child in the womb, sharing of

infected needles by intravenous drug users, through vaginal

or anal intercourse, and from transfusions of infected blood

products. It has been isolated in other bodily excretions

and secretions such as cerebrospinal fluid, saliva, tears,

amniotic fluid, and urine (Centers for Disease Control,

1987). The virus attaches itself to the cells of the immune

system and destroys the body's ability to defend itself from

infections and cancers, leaving the system vulnerable, and

eventually causing death (Quinn, Zacarias, & St. John;

Redfield & Burke, 1988). The disease shows a progression

through somewhat distinct stages: (a) HIV+ (positive): the

individual's immune system has come in contact with the

virus and has begun producing antibodies to the virus.

"Persons infected with HIV usually develop antibody against

the virus within 6-12 weeks after infection" (Centers for

Disease Control, 1987, p. 13s). The presence of the

antibody is determined through a blood test (ELISA-Enzyme

linked Immunosorbent Assay) which reveals whether a person

is positive for the virus (antibody present) or negative

(antibody not apparent at the present time). Other tests,

such as the Western blot, are then done to confirm the ELISA

results (Centers for Disease Control, 1987). At this point

in the disease, an infected individual may be asymptomatic
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(the virus is dormant) and may continue in this phase of the

disease for as long as five to ten years. The test does not

determine whether an individual will definitely develop

AIDS. A person who is HIV+ is capable of spreading the

virus to others through the modes of transmission previously

mentioned. (b) ARC (AIDS Related Complex): The individual

who is infected evidences some of the symptoms associated

with an active HIV infection such as swollen lymph glands,

"thrush" (candida), night sweats, sudden weight loss,

diarrhea, tiredness and persistent flu-like fever but not

the exotic, opportunistic infections associated with "full-

blown" or "frank" AIDS. However, between 20% and 50% of

those who develop ARC go on to develop AIDS (Richey, 1989).

(c) AIDS: the individual has clear evidence of a

compromised immune system, with opportunistic infections

such as pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP),

cytomegalovirus (CMV), and cancers such as Kaposi's sarcoma

(KS) as well as evidence of AIDS wasting syndrome and AIDS

dementia, among a variety of other possible symptoms.

Opportunistic infections are caused by viruses, germs,

bacteria, or protozoan which a normal immune system could

effectively control. Opportunistic infections are called

such because they seize the opportunity offered by a reduced

immune system response to become ferociously virulent, and

frequently systemic when they would otherwise be controlled

or eliminated by a normally functioning immune system
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(Batchelor, 1988, p. 854). Because of the compromised state

of the infected individual's system, the infections and

cancers are uncontrolled. (d) Death from the body's

inability to overcome and recover from the onslaught of

opportunistic infections and cancers. (Allen, 1988;

Batchelor, 1988; Haley, 1988; Kelly & St. Lawrence, 1988;

Redfield & Burke, 1988).

Following the research on the medical aspects of AIDS,

the next area of focus was the personal behavior and

emotional responses of the group in which the disease was

first diagnosed in the United States, homosexual males.

Investigations focused on methods to educate the at-risk

population about the disease and to warn individuals of

possible modes of transmission. Additional writing was done

by and directed toward, the professional population

concerning the psychosocial impact of the disease on persons

with AIDS (PWAs) and possible interventions to assist PWAs

as well as those in the at-risk groups (worried well). AIDS

was described as having the emotional impact of a modern-day

black plague and as a psychological emergency (Batchelor,

1984, p. 1279). Entire issues of professional journals and

popular magazines have been devoted to AIDS. Numerous

articles in major newspapers and numerous books have

explored various aspects of the AIDS epidemic. Public

television has an on-going series (The AIDS Quarterly,

Fanning & Jennings, 1988, 1989, 1990) devoted to AIDS
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issues. A nation-wide mail-out was undertaken by the United

States Department of Health and Human Services (1988),

called Understanding AIDS in an attempt to educate the

general public about the threat of AIDS. A new journal,

AIDS Patient Care, was started which focuses specifically on

the needs of AIDS patients and those who work with patients

(Liebert, 1988). (The books, journals, newspapers, and

magazines referred to are included in the reference list.)

Next came an expansion of the at-risk groups to include

bisexual males, intravenous (IV) drug users, hemophiliacs,

and to those who had intimate contact with members of these

groups, which included the general heterosexual population.

Masters, Johnson, and Kolodny (1988) did extensive research

investigating the heterosexual population's response to the

AIDS epidemic and concluded that the disease was much wider

spread among the population than previously noted. Chris

Norwood (1987), Helen Singer Kaplan (1987), and Nancy

Richardson (1988) were among those who wrote books

specifically focused on the concerns of women in the age of

AIDS.

Since AIDS infection has been related to behaviors

traditionally engaged in by college and university students,

the college student population has been targeted for concern

and the impetus for articles expressing this concern.

Change magazine (1988) published an interview with the

chairman of the first presidential commission on AIDS,
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retired Admiral James Watkins. In the published interview,

Admiral Watkins was quoted as saying that the university

should be in the forefront of education in order to fight

the spread of the virus. He further stated that

universities should be role models for other education

institutions and should be the anchor upon which other

programs may build. In the September 28, 1988, issue of the

Chronicle of Higher Education, Katherine Mangan (1988)

summarized three studies of AIDS information among college

students. She found that the students surveyed were quite

knowledgeable about AIDS, but that they continued to engage

in unsafe sexual practices despite their knowledge. She

further noted that the students surveyed did not consider

themselves at-risk for the disease and possessed the idea

that AIDS was something that happened to someone else, not

to them. In an interview also published in the Chronicle of

Higher Education, Bienmiller (1988) interviewed Richard

Keeling, director of the University of Virginia Student

Health Service and chairman of the American College Health

Association-AIDS Taskforce and editor of the American

College Health booklet, AIDS on the College Campus (1986).

In the interview, Keeling emphasized the idea that students

infected with the disease may be asymptomatic for years,

making it difficult to link to the college experience.

Keeling predicted that AIDS will surpass traditional causes

of death among college students, such as alcohol-related
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accidents and suicide, within the next three years. He

stressed that the most difficult part of the prevention of

AIDS (safer sex practices) is not the methodology used by

participants, but the "talking" about the use of such

practices beforehand. The American Broadcasting Corporation

newsmagazine, 20/20 (Rosen & Sheer, 1989), devoted a segment

to AIDS on the college campus, titled "Could this be your

daughter?" The reporter of the segment quoted a statistic

from the Center for Disease Control which stated that at

least two or three of every 1,000 students on campus are HIV

infected. Keeling was also interviewed for this program.

He described AIDS as not a potential problem, but as a very

present problem on college and university campuses. He

related the spread of the disease among college students to

the feeling of invulnerability among college students (that

it won't happen to them), to alcohol abuse, which he

described as likely to convert safe sex to unsafe sex, and

to sexual assault (date rape) on campus. He predicted that

AIDS will be the most fundamental health issue on college

campuses in the next decade.

College Students and AIDS

Research studies focusing on college students and AIDS

have shown consistent results in some areas while

discrepancies are apparent in others. The predominant type

of research executed with college students has been survey
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research. Issues on AIDS explored in the studies include

how AIDS information has come to the student, AIDS impact on

sexual behavior (use of safe sex guidelines), overall amount

of AIDS knowledge, authoritarianism and AIDS attitudes,

empathy for persons with AIDS (PWA), concern for contracting

the disease (homophobia, sexual preference), and the dilemma

faced by college and university counseling center

therapists.

Winslow (1988) studied students at San Diego State

University concerning methods of AIDS transmission. The

researcher found the sample to be in agreement on the

inability to contract AIDS through "dry" contact (defined as

through the air, sitting next to a PWA, etc.), but found

discrepancies concerning types of "wet" contact (defined as

behaviors ranging from drinking from the same glass to

heterosexual intercourse) which may transmit the disease.

Winslow questioned the use of the term casual contact in

AIDS education because of the variety of definitions which

the term may have among students.

In a sample of 302 students at the University of

California, Riverside, who indicated they were sexually

experienced, Ishii-Kuntz (1988) reported "students concern

about AIDS was strongly related to their perceived change in

sexual behavior" (p. 13). However, accurate knowledge of

modes of AIDS transmission was not found to be influential

in such behavior change. The study also showed a larger
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percentage of women had changed their sexual behaviors than

males. Females surveyed were more likely to question a

potential partner concerning sexual history than males.

Leo Carroll (1988) surveyed 447 University of Rhode

Island students concerning AIDS and sexual behavior in the

era of AIDS. Carroll found concern about AIDS influencing

the sexual behaviors of sexually active students. Female

students were found to be more selective about their sexual

partners and also to be engaging in intercourse less

frequently. Frequency of intercourse was not found to be

influenced in males; however, males did report more

selectivity in sexual partners. The researcher observed

that both groups, while concerned about AIDS, were not so

concerned as to radically alter their behavior. Students

were described as experiencing the impact of AIDS, but not

entering into exclusive relationships as a result of the

impact.

Trice and Price-Greathouse (1987) explored locus of

control and AIDS information-seeking behaviors in 124

college women. They reported that women who scored as more

internally controlled were more likely to attend an offered

credit course on AIDS prevention than those externally

controlled. Women who attended the sessions also possessed

more knowledge about AIDS prior to the course than those who

did not attend. The researchers also surveyed the types of

AIDS information delivery system used, and found systems
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perceived more positively (offering credit) to be more

highly attended than systems perceived negatively (presence

of a PWA at the seminar).

Royce, Dhooper, and Hatch (1987) studied 219 graduate

and undergraduate students concerning AIDS. The researchers

claimed knowledge about AIDS to be associated with greater

empathy for PWAs and lower fear of contracting the disease.

The fear of AIDS was found to be pervasive among the

students sampled regardless of age, status, gender, or race,

with those students possessing more knowledge having lesser

fear.

Attitudes of college students toward AIDS, Herpes II and

toxic shock syndrome were explored by Simkins and Eberhage

in 1984. Two years later, Simkins and Kushner (1986) did a

follow-up study with a similar population. Both studies

utilized students at the University of Missouri at Kansas

City. In the 1984 study, only individuals who were in the

extreme area of concern about AIDS had altered their sexual

activity. Overall, the researchers found the sample to

possess little concern over AIDS and Herpes II, with women

showing more concern about toxic shock syndrome. The 1986

study (Simkins & Kushner, 1986) reported the majority of

the sample still expressing little or no concern about AIDS,

with the exception of those stating homosexual preference.

In summary, the researchers stated, "this study yielded no

difference in the attitudes or in amount of sexual activity
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concerning AIDS or Herpes II from those observed in our

previous investigation" (Simkins & Kushner, 1986, p. 890).

In a sample of 495 undergraduate college students,

Goodwin and Roscoe (1988) found those surveyed to possess a

moderate knowledge of AIDS, some concern about AIDS

transmission, and a general lack of acceptance of homosexual

behavior. In looking at gender differences, females were

more knowledgeable about AIDS, less fearful about

transmission, and more accepting of homosexual behavior than

the males surveyed. The researchers suggested education

programs should address AIDS misinformation in order to

reduce fears of the disease.

McDermott, Hawkins, Moore, and Cittadino (1987)

surveyed 161 college students with particular emphasis on

knowledge of AIDS and sources of AIDS information accessed

by the respondents. The primary information sources chosen

by the respondents were television, newspapers, and

magazines, leading the researchers to suggest increased

focus upon the accuracy of AIDS information in the media.

The respondents' knowledge of AIDS was lacking in two areas:

a basic understanding of the possible impact of the virus

and the transmission of the disease through sexual contact.

Gottlieb, Vacalis, Palmer, and Conlon (1988) surveyed

670 students on four geographically separate campuses of the

University of Texas System. The researchers explored a

variety of areas including "knowledge, attitudes and beliefs
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regarding AIDS, their sexual activity, safer sex practices,

prosocial actions they would be willing to take and

preferred channels of communication for additional

information about AIDS and AIDS related complex (ARC)"

(Gottlieb, et al., 1988, p. 167). In summary, the students

surveyed were knowledgeable about AIDS with the exception of

some discrepant information concerning transmission and

condom usage. The students did not consider themselves in a

high risk category for AIDS. The students surveyed gathered

AIDS information from the questionnaire used in the survey,

television, and magazines. The students were somewhat

likely to either attempt to gain more knowledge about AIDS

and/or to be involved in AIDS support programs. The

researchers suggested utilizing student magazines and

newspapers and taking advantage of students' willingness to

be involved in prevention programs.

A telephone survey of 166 Arizona State University

students done by Katzman, Mulholland, and Sutherland (1988)

"covered student feelings about the information they had

received about the spread of AIDS, their concern about the

spread of AIDS, and their changes in sexual behavior in

response to the AIDS epidemic" (p. 127). The respondents

reported a high degree of knowledge about AIDS and were

clearly concerned about the spread of AIDS in the college

population. In the areas of information sources and change

in sexual behaviors, the research showed no clear
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conclusions. The researchers cited difficulties in research

concerning human sexuality and the idea that this may hinder

AIDS research.

Edgar, Freimuth, and Hammond (1988) reviewed four

studies of attitudes toward AIDS among college students.

Overall, the studies showed an informed student population

in the areas of AIDS prevention and transmission. However,

in their synthesis, Edgar, Freimuth, and Hammond, (1988)

reported the students to exhibit little sexual behavioral

change based upon knowledge of AIDS. The researchers

postulated the reasons for this lack of behavior change on

(a) the students' lack of skills to perform alternative

behaviors in relationships, (b) the students' not

personalizing their risk of AIDS, and (c) the fear possibly

held by some students that interest in AIDS would translate

into being perceived as homosexual by peers. In order to

address these concerns, the authors suggested: (a)

incorporating AIDS education into pre-existing courses, (b)

use of heterosexual males on campus to carry the AIDS

message, (c) opportunities for students to see heterosexual

as well as homosexual PWA's, and (d) altering the tone of

AIDS messages from the exclusive negative (fear) to the

positive (prevention).

Clift and Stears (1988) surveyed the change in

attitudes among British college students between November

1986 and May 1987. During the six-month period between
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surveys, the British government launched a national

information program on AIDS. In a comparison of the two

surveys, the research showed a significant difference in the

level of worry among students concerning AIDS and no

significant difference in changes of the students' social

attitudes toward issues relating to AIDS.

L. Allan Witt (1989) studied 416 undergraduate

university students' knowledge of AIDS and their affect

(attitude) toward persons with AIDS (PWAs) as well as

measuring the amount of authoritarianism among the students.

Witt found that students were knowledgeable about AIDS and

that knowledge and attitudes toward PWAs were slightly

related. This finding, according to Witt, is converse to

the suggestion that more knowledge would equal more

tolerance toward PWAs. He found that students who scored

high on the authoritarianism scale overall expressed a more

negative attitude toward PWAs. As a means to combat

prejudice, Witt suggests informing the general public that

"AIDS is everyone's disease" rather than a disease of

certain, specific groups.

In a survey of 1,326 adolescents (average age 16 years)

in the San Francisco Bay Area, DiClemente, Zorn, and

Temoshok (1987) researched the relationship between gender,

ethnicity, and length of residence in the Bay Area to

adolescents knowledge and attitudes about AIDS. The authors

hypothesized that proximity of those surveyed to an AIDS
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epicenter would have an impact on knowledge and attitudes

about AIDS. Conversely, they suggested that a similar

population in the Midwest would not be so influenced by

AIDS. In summary, the researchers found no significant

differences based on gender on knowledge about AIDS.

Caucasians were found to be the most knowledgeable ethnic

group, followed by blacks, Hispanics, and Asian Americans.

Increased length of residency in the Bay Area (up to 10

years) was significantly correlated with the number of

correct responses on AIDS knowledge. The authors also

compared their findings with teens surveyed in New York

City, Ohio, and across America. The San Francisco teens

were found to be as knowledgeable about AIDS, if not more so

than the others surveyed.

Wolitski and Rhodes (1988, June) surveyed 1,025 college

students in order to examine the relationship between AIDS

knowledge, attitudes, and AIDS-related behavior changes

among the population. The researchers found the students to

score fairly high on the survey of AIDS Knowledge. The

survey participants did not view themselves as vulnerable to

AIDS, yet saw AIDS as a "severe and pervasive problem"

(Wolitski & Rhodes, 1988, June). The variables in

demographics and AIDS knowledge were not shown to have a

significant correlation with risk-reduction behaviors. The

authors concluded that even though the students possessed
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knowledge about AIDS, the knowledge did not contribute to

risk-reduction behaviors.

Wolitski and Rhodes (1988, April) surveyed over seven

hundred high school students in California who were enrolled

in health-education classes. The students had a moderately

high knowledge about AIDS and more than 50% of those

surveyed expressed concern about their own vulnerability to

HIV. However, less than half of the students expressed

belief in the effectiveness of risk-reduction methods.

Summary

AIDS is a deadly disease for which there is currently

no cure. Infection with the disease requires participation

in behaviors (high risk) that contribute to transmission of

the virus. Among groups who regularly engage in high-risk

behaviors, the possibility of contracting AIDS is greatly

increased. College and university students have been shown

to be among those who engage in high-risk behaviors. The

students who have been previously surveyed appear to have a

knowledge base about the disease, but do not appear to be

consistently translating the knowledge into changed behavior

patterns.
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PROCEDURES

This chapter presents the research questions for the

study, definition of terms, a discussion of subjects,

instrumentation, and data collection.

Research Questions

The following research questions were developed for this

study.

1. What is the level of knowledge about AIDS and AIDS-

related issues among lower level college and university

students surveyed, as measured by the AIDS Information

Survey?

2. What are the attitudes about AIDS held by lower

level college and university students surveyed, as measured

by the AIDS Attitude Survey?

3. What are the personal behaviors engaged in by lower

level college and university population and are there

changes in these behaviors within the last year, as measured

by the Change in Personal Behavior Scale?

4. What are the sources of information used by the

surveyed lower-level college and university students for

knowledge about AIDS?

21
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5. Does gender, ethnic group, institution, or hometown

influence scores on the AIDS Information Scale and the AIDS

Attitude Scale significantly?

6. Does gender, ethnic group, institution, or hometown

interact to influence scores on the AIDS Information Scale

and the AIDS Attitude Scale significantly?

Definition of Terms

AIDS knowledge is determined by individual scores on

the AIDS Information Survey, developed by Wolitski and

Rhodes (1988, April). (Average knowledge of AIDS issues

equals a score of 100 on the AIDS Information Survey.)

AIDS is Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome.

PWA is a Person with AIDS

HIV is the Human Immunodeficiency Virus, the virus that

has been linked to AIDS. It was previously called HTLV-III.

HIV status indicates whether one is tested to be

positive or negative for the presence of the AIDS virus.

HIV+--Human Immunodeficiency Virus-Positive describes

the blood sample taken from an individual who has antibodies

to HIV present in his or her blood stream.

Safer sex procedures sexual behaviors that hinder or

prevent the transmission of HIV between partners. These

usually involve use of barriers such as condoms to prevent

exchange of bodily fluids.
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Opportunistic infections are exotic types of infections

that attack individuals who have compromised immune systems

as a result of the AIDS virus.

At risk populations are those groups who have been most

impacted by the AIDS epidemic (i.e., gay males, bisexual

males, intravenous drug users, hemophiliacs, prostitutes,

and the sexual partners of those groups). Children born to

women in at-risk populations are also at-risk for

contracting AIDS.

At risk behaviors are any activities which allow for

transmission of possibly infected bodily fluids between

individuals which may lead to transmission of the AIDS

virus. These behaviors would include various types of

sexual behaviors and sharing of needles used for intravenous

drug abuse.

AIDS Attitude Survey was developed by Wolitski and

Rhodes (1988, April) to survey attitudes of persons about

AIDS.

CPB--Change in personal behavior is an inventory

developed by the AIDS-Prevention Project of the Dallas

County Health Department in conjunction with the Centers for

Disease Control to be used in counseling individuals who are

undergoing the HIV antibody test.

SI--Sources of information is a check-list developed

for use in this study to determine how the sample population

acquired their knowledge of AIDS.
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AIDS Information Survey is an inventory developed

by Wolitski and Rhodes (1988, April) to measure knowledge

about AIDS among high school students, college and

university students, and the general population.

Ethnic group, for this research, will include only

Caucasians and blacks.

Subjects

The sample utilized in this study was from a population

of college and university students who were enrolled in

lower-level, freshman and sophomore courses. Students from

lower-level courses were chosen for study because of the

need to educate the age group traditionally enrolled in

these courses on AIDS issues (Beinmiller, 1988). The

samples were drawn from institutions which access suburban

and rural areas for their student population. Five

institutions were chosen for the study. Institution 1 had

an enrollment of 26,519 as of fall, 1989, is a four-year,

state-supported institution, and is located in a city of

67,000 in central Texas. The students at Institution 1 come

from rural, suburban and urban populations. Institution 2

is a four-year, state-supported institution located in a

city of 11,700 population in southeastern Oklahoma and had

an enrollment of 3,714 in the fall, 1989. The students at

Institution 2 traditionally come from a rural population.

Institution 3 is a two-year, state-supported institution
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located in a city of 1,217 population in southeastern

Oklahoma. The school had an enrollment of 1,941 for fall,

1989. The students at Institution 3 come from a rural

population. Institution 4 had 5,512 in enrollment as of

fall, 1989, is a four-year state-supported institution

located in a city of 100,000 population located in north

central Texas. The students at Institution 4 come from

rural as well as suburban populations. Institution 5 is a

four-year, privately-supported university located in a city

of 349,890 population in central Texas, and had an

enrollment of 695 in fall, 1989. The students at

Institution 5 come from cities of variable populations.

In order to enhance identification of the schools in

the later sections of this research, the following

designations will be used: School 1 (Metropolitan-4 year);

School 2 (Rural-4 year); School 3 (Rural-2 year); School 4

(Suburban-4 year); School 5 (Private-4 year). A total of

441 students were surveyed at the five schools. Of this

total, 301 students completed all sections of the survey

(demographic, knowledge, attitude, sources of information

and personal behaviors) while 95 completed only the

knowledge and attitude sections while skipping or partially

completing the personal behavior section. Surveys with

incomplete information, attitude, and information sources

and from students who were from out of the related, two

state, geographic area were excluded from the sample group.
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For a breakdown of the sample demographics, refer to

appendix c, table 1.

Demographic Summary

Each student who completed the survey also completed a

demographic information sheet (see appendix a). A total of

396 students completed the demographic sheet. Sixty-two

percent (244) of the students were female and 38% (152) were

male. Of the total, 72% marked the designation "white," 20%

marked "black," and the remaining 8% of the sample were

Hispanic, American Indian, or Asian. (For school-by-school

breakdown of gender and ethnic group, refer to appendix c,

table 1). Over half of the sample (71%) listed themselves

as age nineteen or less, with 19% between ages 20 to 25, 6%

between ages 26 to 35, and the remaining 4% at age 36 or

over. Over half of those surveyed (56%) indicated their

hometown was a city of 50,000 or less in population. The

highest overall percentages of students sampled came from

cities of less than 3,000 (21%) and from cities with

populations ranging from 50,001 to 100,000 (21%). (Refer to

appendix c, table 1 for complete population distribution).

Ninety-nine percent of the students sampled indicated

heterosexual as their sexual orientation while the remaining

percentage indicated homosexual or bisexual as their

orientation. Eighty-six percent of the sample indicated

their marital status as single, 10% as married, 3% as
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divorced, with the remaining percentage widowed and

separated. Twenty-three percent of the females indicated

that they had been pregnant. Of the males surveyed 36%

indicated they were currently in a committed relationship

other than marriage; 44% of the females similarly indicated

such a relationship. Sixty-four percent of the males and

56% of the females indicated they were not currently in a

committed relationship. The students were asked on the

survey if they considered themselves at risk for contracting

AIDS. Seventy-four percent of the sample viewed themselves

as having no risk, 7% at moderate risk, 18% as low risk,

with the remaining percentage surveyed as having high risk.

(For numerical, gender breakdown, refer to appendix c, table

2.)

Instrumentation

The instruments used to survey the sample population

utilized inventories used in previous research to measure

the amount of knowledge about AIDS and the attitudes held by

individuals about AIDS-related issues. Personal behaviors

of subjects were measured by an inventory developed to be

used in screening and counseling interviews for persons who

were being tested for the HIV virus. Sources of information

about AIDS utilized by the sample population were measured

by a check-list developed for this study listing a variety

of information media. (Check-list included in appendix a.)
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The knowledge and attitude surveys were developed by

Rhodes and Wolitski (1988, April) for use "in both school

and non-school settings" (p.1), (appendix a). "The AIDS

Opinion Survey measures five factorially pure components of

attitudes, four of which represent AIDS-specific versions of

elements identified in traditional health-behavior models

. . . (by other researchers)" (Rhodes & Wolitski, 1988,

April, p. 1). "These components are: (a) perceived

personal vulnerability (threat/self efficacy), (b) perceived

social norms, (c) desire for AIDS information, (d) perceived

disease severity, and (e) prevention effectiveness (response

efficacy)" (Rhodes & Wolitski, 1988, April, p. 1). The AIDS

Opinion Survey is composed of 26 items with items taken from

a 53-item pool. The survey is in a five-point Likert-type

scale with responses ranging from agree strongly to disagree

strongly. Approximately one-half of the items were chosen

from pilot versions of similar instruments which formed the

pool from which survey items were drawn. The items were

chosen based upon factor analysis of the 53-item pool and

were worded in the simplest possible language.

"Reliabilities of the five orthogonal attitude scales,

computed using Chronbach's alpha, were largely satisfactory-

-.76 (personal vulnerability), .77 (social norms), .63

(desire for AIDS information), .64 (severity of disease),

and .54 (prevention effectiveness)" (Rhodes, & Wolitski,

1988, April, p. 2). Items were scored for this research in
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such a way that a higher score equaled more disagreement

with the statement.

"The AIDS Information Survey was designed to measure

general AIDS knowledge, with explicit focus on transmission

modalities and prevention techniques" (Rhodes & Wolitski,

1988, April, p. 1). The answer format is composed of five,

true-false response categories, ranging from very sure of

the truth of the statement to very sure of the falseness of

the statement. Basis for item selection for the 31

statements on the AIDS Information Survey was "item-test

correlations and judgment as to core relevance of item

content" (Rhodes & Wolitski, 1988, April, p. 2). The items

were drawn from a 44-item pool, one-half which were taken

from pilot versions of similar instruments, and, as on the

AIDS Opinion Survey, were worded in the simplest manner

possible. "The AIDS Information Survey yielded a

Chronbach's alpha of .85 (n = 353), using a special method

for clustering responses on the five-category confidence

scale" (Rhodes & Wolitski, 1988, April, p. 2). In scoring

individual items on the information section, scores were

reversed as necessary to give incorrect responses either a

one or two score and correct responses either a four or five

score. "Not sure responses . . . were scored as three"

(Rhodes & Wolitski, 1989, p. 267).

Pilot studies of the knowledge and attitudes instrument

were conducted with more than 700 high school students with
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results which suggested satisfactory ability to generalize

from the instrument (Wolitski & Rhodes, 1988, April).

The behavior and demographic sections (appendix a) of

the survey are taken from a survey administered by the AIDS

Prevention Project of the Dallas County Health Department.

The first version of the entire instrument was developed in

1985 by Charles Haley, the Dallas County epidemiologist, and

others associated with the health department when HIV

testing began. There have been three major revisions, the

last being in February, 1989. In all, the survey has been

used with over 9,000 individuals. The revisions were made

to get more accurate information, to add questions, and to

adhere to Center of Disease Control information guidelines.

The survey itself was not intended as a research instrument,

but as a counseling tool and a method to gather demographic

information (Anne Freeman, personal communication, 1989).

There has been no statistical analysis of the instrument

and, for the purposes of this research, only descriptive

statistics are reported from this section of the survey.

Collection of Data

Numerous institutions were solicited for subjects. An

effort was made to secure permission to survey students from

schools in different geographic areas. The contact persons

at the schools included deans of students, department

chairpersons, and individual course instructors. Permission
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to survey students at the institutions included are in

appendix b. The classes surveyed at the five institutions

included freshman and sophomore courses in science,

psychology, sociology, history, health, and study skills

development. The research was conducted during the fall

semester of 1989 with five schools participating.

Prior to distribution of the survey, the purpose of the

research and the content of the survey were explained to

each class. Issues relating to confidentiality and methods

to gain further information about the survey were discussed.

It was made clear to the students that participation in the

survey would in no way influence their evaluation in the

class and that participation in the research was entirely

voluntary. Explanations were followed by a request for

volunteers for the research. A written informed consent

(appendix a) which included methods to obtain a summary of

the research and a summary of the issues discussed verbally

was given to each student who received a survey. The

voluntary subjects completed the instruments during a single

class period. Completion of the instruments required 20 to

40 minutes. The students were given an opportunity to ask

questions prior to, and after, completing the instrument.



CHAPTER 3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter presents the analysis of data, findings,

discussion, and conclusions of the study.

Analysis of Data

Research questions I and 2 are reported with mean

scores by school, gender, ethnic group and hometown from the

AIDS Information and AIDS Attitudes Scales. Research

questions 3 and 4 are reported through frequencies and

percentages from the information and personal behavior

scales. Research question 5 was tested with one-way

analysis of variance (ANOVA) to explore the differences

evident on the dependent variables, the AIDS Information

Scale and the five scales on the AIDS Attitude Survey, based

on each specific independent variable--gender, ethnic group,

school and hometown. Research question 6 was tested with

multivariate analysis techniques to determine whether

students' responses on the information and attitudes surveys

were influenced by their gender, ethnic group, school

location, size of hometown, or interactions between the

factors.

32
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Findings

Research question 1 explored the level of AIDS-related

knowledge among the sample. Items were scored by assigning

a four or five to correct answers, a one or two to incorrect

answers and a three to unsure responses. With 31 items, a

high score for correct responses ranged from 124 to 155, a

high number of incorrect scores ranged from 31 to 62, and an

average score of around 100 represented a probable mid-range

level of knowledge or an uncertainty about the information.

All of the means reported for the independent variables in

this study were slightly below an average score of around

100. The means for schools on the information scale ranged

from 92.8689 to 97.8018. When categorized by hometown, the

means ranged from 92.9130 to 97.7742. Because of low cell

numbers, multiple comparison procedures (Fisher's LSD) were

not performed in the analysis of information scale by gender

or by ethnic group. Therefore, the means reported for

gender and ethnic group were taken from Fisher's LSDs

performed on the two-way ANOVAs which included the

variables. (Because of the small sample size in some of the

ANOVAs, the means taken from them may not accurately reflect

the entire group.) With gender as one of the independent

variables, the means for males ranged from 90.00 to 97.73

and the means for females ranged from 94.79 to 97.80.

Ethnic group means ranged from 92.71 to 97.50 for blacks and

97.13 to 99.00 for whites.
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Research question 2 explored the perceived attitudes

about AIDS and AIDS-related issues held by members of the

sample. The range of mean scores for the five attitude

scales are reported in appendix c, table 3. Ranges of

possible high and low scores for each variable are reported

in appendix c, table 4. The five attitude scales are: PV =

Personal Vulnerability--eight questions with, scores above

the mean indicating an opinion of decreased concern about

the potential of contracting AIDS and below the mean

representing increased concern; SN = Social Norms--six

questions, with scores above the mean showing the opinion

that AIDS had impacted societal behaviors with below the

mean scores indicating a negative opinion about the impact

of AIDS; DI = Desire for AIDS Information--four questions,

with above mean scores indicating a lack of desire for more

information about AIDS and below mean representing those who

want more information; SD = Disease Severity--four

questions, with scores above mean showing an opinion that

AIDS is not a major health concern and below mean scores

indicating the opinion that AIDS is a very severe disease;

and PE = Prevention Effectiveness--four questions, with

scores below mean showing the opinion that current

prevention methods are not perceived as effective and scores

above the mean showing a belief that current prevention

methods are effective.
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The means for the gender and ethnic group factors were

taken from two-way ANOVAs which included the factors in the

analysis. (As on the information scales, because of the

small sample sizes in the ANOVAs, the means taken from them

may not accurately reflect the entire group.) Most often

the means reported were below the average scores on each

scale.

On the variable of school, mean scores appear to show a

population concerned about their vulnerability to AIDS,

having a somewhat negative opinion about the impact of AIDS

on behaviors, wanting more information about AIDS, concerned

about the severity of the disease, and having some level of

belief in current prevention methods.

The males appeared to view themselves as more

vulnerable to AIDS than females. Both males and females

seemed to view AIDS as not having an impact on behaviors.

Desire for more information was evident in both genders with

females showing somewhat more desire. Both genders showed a

concern about the severity of the disease as well as some

belief in current prevention methods.

Members of both ethnic groups viewed themselves as

vulnerable to the disease, with whites showing somewhat more

concern. Similar opinions of the lack of impact of AIDS on

social behaviors were shown by both groups. Both groups

showed some desire for more information (with blacks showing
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more desire), were concerned about the severity of the

disease, and expressed faith in current prevention methods.

On the variable of hometown, mean scores show a

population concerned about vulnerability, viewing AIDS as

not having an impact on behaviors, concerned about the

severity of the disease, and expressing faith in current

prevention methods.

The assumptions expressed in research question 2 are

based entirely on variations between the numerical average

of the scale and the mean reported for the scale on the four

independent variables. As evidenced in appendix c, table 4,

many of the means reported are numerically close to the

average score of the scale, which could also represent

neutral opinions of the sample on many of the scales

Research question 3 explored the personal behaviors of

the sample. The data were gathered with a fill-in-the-blank

survey documenting behaviors in the last year (appendix a).

The survey was separated into behaviors in the last one-to-

six month period (current) and behaviors engaged in during

the previous seven-to-twelve month period (past). The

instrument utilized was designed for counseling persons

seeking testing for HIV status, not for statistical analysis

purposes (Anne Freeman, personal communication, 1989). The

separation into current and past behaviors was carried over

into this research in order to report any change in personal
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behavior over the last year. Only descriptive data are

reported for this question.

A total of 301 students completed this section of the

survey, 191 (63%) females and one hundred and ten (37%)

males. Seventy-four percent (223) of the students who

completed the demographic section of the survey indicated

that they were Caucasian, 20% (78) indicated black, and the

remaining 5% indicated that they were Hispanic, American

Indian/Alaskan Native, Asian, Pacific Islander, or other

categories. Because of the small numbers for comparisons,

only detailed results based upon gender were reported. A

school-by-school breakdown is shown in appendix c, table 5.

Seventy-six percent (229) of the sample came from

hometowns of less than 100,000 population. The sample is

predominately Caucasian, female, from hometowns of less than

100,000 population, and from Schools 3 and 4. The overall

summary for females presented first, and the summary for

males is second.

Females

In the current behavior section of the survey, females

reported an average of 3.1 male sexual partners. An average

of 3.2 new sexual partners in the previous one-to six-month

period was reported by women who indicated new sexual

partners (n = 35). In the area of chemical use, 125 women

(65%) reported using alcohol, 14 (7%) affirmed marijuana
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use, 4 (2%) reported use of amphetamines (speed), 1 (less

than 1%) reported crack or cocaine use. No women reported

use of intravenous drugs. Two women (less than 1%)

indicated they had contracted gonorrhea and 2 (less than 1%)

women reported having a sexually transmitted disease other

than syphilis or gonorrhea. Thirty-four percent (65) of the

women stated they had never discussed safe sex with

partners, 22% (42) seldom discussed safe sex, and 42% (81)

discussed safe sex with partners frequently. Forty-seven

percent (90) stated that they never used condoms during

sexual activity, 15% (29) seldom used condoms, and 37% (71)

frequently used condoms during sexual activity.

In the past behavior section of the survey, the

respondents reported having an average of 3.2 male sexual

partners. An average of 3.3 new male sexual partners was

reported by the women who responded to this question (n =

27). One hundred and eight (57%) women indicated they had

used alcohol, 22 (12%) women reported marijuana use,

amphetamines (speed) were used by 7 (4%) women, crack or

cocaine use was reported by 3 (1%) women, and 1 (less than

1%) woman reported using IV drugs. One (less than 1%) woman

indicated she had contracted gonorrhea and 2 (less than 1%)

women indicated they had sexually transmitted diseases other

than syphilis or gonorrhea. Thirty-nine percent (71) of the

women reported they had never discussed safe sex with their

sex partners, 24% (46) seldom discussed safe sex, and 36%
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(69) indicated they frequently discussed safe sex. Fifty

percent (96) of the women reported they never used condoms

during sexual activity, 13% (25) seldom used condoms, and

35% (64) reported frequent condom use.

In an overview of female personal behaviors, there

appear to be some variable differences in behavior between

the past one-to-six month period and the previous seven-to-

twelve month period. The number of current sexual partners

and number of new sexual partners remained very similar.

The number of women who reported using alcohol in their

current behavior increased by 13% over past behavior.

Thirty-six percent fewer women reported using marijuana in

the current six months. Reductions were also seen in the

use of amphetamines, crack/cocaine, and intravenous drugs.

One less woman indicated a sexually transmitted disease in

the past one to six months. A slightly lower percentage of

women reported that the never or seldom discussed safe sex.

A higher percentage reported frequent safe sex discussions

with partners. Concerning condom usage, a slightly higher

percentage reported frequent condom use, a slightly lower

percentage reported seldom condom use, and a lower

percentage reported never using condoms.

Males

In the current behavior section of the survey, males

reported an average of 3 sexual partners during the previous
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one-to-six month period. Of the males who answered the

question (n = 37), an average of 2.9 new sexual partners

were reported in the previous one-to-six month period. In

the areas of chemical use, 82 males (75%) reported using

alcohol, use of marijuana was indicated by 21 (19%), 7 (6%)

reported use of amphetamines (speed), crack or cocaine use

was indicated by 5 (4%) males, and 1 (less than 1%) male

reported use of intravenous drugs. No males in the sample

indicated having any type of sexually transmitted disease

during this period. Thirty-four percent (37) of the sample

had never discussed safe sex with a partner, 34% (37) seldom

discussed safe sex, and 32% (35) discussed safe sex

frequently. Concerning condom use during sexual activity,

32% (35) never used condoms, 19% (21) reported seldom usage,

and 48% (53) indicated frequent use of condoms.

In the past behavior section, males reported an average

of 3 sexual partners. Males who responded (n = 44) showed

an average of 3 new sexual partners in the previous seven-

to-twelve month period. Seventy-one (65%) males reported

the use of alcohol, marijuana use was indicated by 23 (21%)

males, 8 (7%) males reported the use of amphetamines

(speed), crack or cocaine use was indicated by 7 (6%), and 2

(1%) males reported use of intravenous drugs. During this

period, 1 male reported having syphilis, 1 reported having

gonorrhea, and 2 indicated having other forms of sexually

transmitted diseases. Thirty-six percent (40) of the sample
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never discussed safe sex with a partner, 34% (38) seldom

discussed safe sex, and 29% (32) frequently discussed safe

sex. Thirty-five percent (39) never used condoms during

sexual activity, 24% (26) seldom used condoms, and 40% (44)

reported frequent use of condoms during sexual activity.

As with the females, there appear to be some

differences in current and past personal behavior among the

males studied. The number of current sexual partners and

new sexual partners remained relatively the same over the

past year. During the past year, alcohol was used by a

larger number of males. However marijuana, amphetamine, and

intravenous drug use showed a slight decrease. A decrease

was also seen in the number of males who reported having a

sexually transmitted disease. A decrease was seen in the

number of males who frequently discussed safe sex as well as

those who never discussed safe sex. Those who reported

seldom discussing safe sex remained the same. Frequent

condom use was reported by an increased number of males, and

a decreased percentage was shown for those who indicated

seldom or no use of condoms.

Research question 4 explored the various types of media

through which the sample had received information about

AIDS. The participants were asked to complete the sources

of information survey (appendix a). Three hundred and

fifty-four students indicated television as their primary

information source. Teachers/school and newspapers (with
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249 each) were indicated as the next most likely sources of

information. Males chose (in order of frequency)

television, newspapers, and teachers/school. Females chose

television, teachers/school, and newspapers. Caucasians

listed television, teachers/school, and newspapers while

blacks chose television, newspapers, and then

teachers/school. (Refer to appendix c, table 6 for remaining

information sources and appendix c, table 7 for school-by-

school description). Other frequently-chosen sources were

books and AIDS seminars/workshops. This section also

included two open-ended statements for the participants to

complete: (a) The best way for me to gain more knowledge

about AIDS is by . . . and (b) The school can best provide

information about AIDS through. On the first statement, the

sample chose school sponsored seminars and reading most

often. On the second statement concerning how the school

might best provide AIDS information, the sample chose

workshops, seminars and special classes.

Research question 5 explored the influence of the

individual variables gender, ethnic group, institution, and

hometown on the AIDS Information and AIDS Attitudes scales.

The variables were found to influence information levels and

attitudes. The data were analyzed using the one-way

analysis of variance (ANOVA). Multiple comparison

procedures (Fisher's LSD) were used in order to determine

how the groups differed from each other (Huck, Cormier, &
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Bounds, 1974). AIDS Information scale results are reported

first with AIDS Attitudes second.

AIDS Information Scale

The AIDS Information scale was found to differ

significantly on the factor of school (F = 5.2911, df =

4/394, p < .001). Examining the multiple comparisons

procedure, School 5 (Private-4 year) (i = 92.8689) was found

to have lower means than all other schools (1 through 4) and

School 3 (Rural-2 year) (R = 95.6333) was found to differ

significantly from School 4 (Suburban-4 Year) (R = 97.8018).

The sample was found to differ at a significant level

on the variable of gender (F = 4.9774, df = 1/393, p < .05).

The multiple comparison procedures were not performed on the

individual variable due to small cell numbers.

The sample was found to differ at a significant level

on the factor of ethnic group membership (F = 17.2536, df =

1/363, p < .001). Multiple comparison procedures were not

performed on the factor due to small cell numbers.

The sample closely approached significance on the

variable of hometown (F = 2.1049, df = 6/394, p = .0519).

The multiple comparison procedure showed Group 7 (R =

92.9130) to differ from groups 1 (R = 96.6988), 2 (R =

96.6620), 4 (R = 97.0119), and 5 (R = 97.7742). Group 3 (x

= 95.6717) and Group 6 (R = 95.6923) were not shown to
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differ significantly. (Summary tables for the ANOVAs are

reported in appendix c, table 8)

AIDS Attitude Scales

The Attitude Scale is divided into five scales of

perceived sample attitudes: Personal Vulnerability (PV),

Social Norms (SN), Desire for AIDS Information (DI), Disease

Severity (SD), and Prevention Effectiveness (PE). (Summary

table for the ANOVAs are reported in appendix c, table 9.)

On the factor of School, the PV and DI scales were

significant at the .05 level with scales SN significant at

the .001 level and PE significant at the .01 level. The SD

scale did not approach significance. Multiple comparison

procedures showed School 5 (Private-4 year [x = 18.2097]) to

differ from Schools 1 (Metropolitan-4 Year [R = 19.8718]), 2

(Rural-4 Year [R = 19.4364]), and 4 (Suburban-4 year [R =

19.4324]) on the PV scale, indicating students at School 5

(Private-4 year) were more concerned about their

vulnerability to AIDS than students at the other schools.

On the DI scale, School 5 (Private-4 year [R = 8.0161])

differed from Schools 1 (Metropolitan-4 year [i = 8.6410]),

2 (Rural-4 year [R = 8.6909]), 3 (Rural-2 year [R = 8.700]),

and 4 (Suburban-4 Year [R = 8.5676]) indicating that

students at School 5 (Private-4 year) expressed more desire

for information than students at the other schools. The SN

scale showed School 5 (Private-4 year [x = 13.1613]) to
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differ from Schools 1 (Metropolitan-4 year [R = 16.1923]), 2

(Rural-4 year [R = 15.5636]), 3 (Rural-2 year [? =

15.2222]), and 4 (Suburban-4 year [R = 16.2162]) as well as

School 3 (Rural-2 year) differing from Schools 1 and 4,

indicating that students at School 5 (Private-4 year) saw

less impact of AIDS on behaviors than students at the other

schools, with students at School 3 (Rural-2 year) indicating

an opinion of less impact of AIDS than schools 1 and 4. The

PE scale showed that School 5 (Private-4 year [3 = 12.2742])

differed from Schools 1 (Metropolitan-4 year [R = 13.5128]),

2 (Rural-4 year [R = 13.2364]), 3 (Rural-2 year [x =

13.1444]), and 4 (Suburban-4 year [3 = 13.4775]), indicating

that students at School 5 (Private-4 year) saw current

prevention methods as suspect while students at the other

schools expressed more faith. Overall, students enrolled at

School 5 (Private-4 year) reported more concerned attitudes

about personal vulnerability, more desire for information,

less impact of AIDS on behaviors, and less faith in the

effectiveness of current prevention methods than students

enrolled at Schools 1, 2, 3, and 4.

The factor of gender was statistically significant at

the .001 level on the DI scale. None of the other scales

approached significance. Multiple comparison procedures

were not performed on this specific variable due to small

cell size. The gender of the sample did not appear to

influence attitudes toward AIDS related issues with the
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exception of the desire for AIDS knowledge (DI) scale.

Reviewing the DI scale means from ANOVAs where gender is an

added factor, male scores means averaged from 8.32 to 9.35

and female scores averaged from 7.71 to 8.56. Therefore,

males expressed less desire for obtaining more information

about AIDS than females.

All scales on the Ethnic group variable were found to

differ significantly at the .01 level or greater. In

reviewing other analyses where ethnic group was an added

factor, blacks showed less concern about their vulnerability

to AIDS, saw less impact of AIDS on behaviors, had more

desire for information, had less concern about the severity

of the disease, and placed less value on current prevention

methods.

The Hometown variable was found to vary significantly

at the .001 level on the SN scale and at the .05 level on

scale SD. Multiple comparison procedures on the SN scale

showed Group 5 (x = 14.1290) to differ from Group 1 ( =

15.7590), 2 (R = 15.8169), and 4 (R = 16.1768); Group 7 (x =

14.3261) from Groups 1, 2, and 4; Group 6 (x = 14.4615) from

Group 4; and Group 3 (x = 15.1471) from Group 4. Therefore,

on the SN scale, those of the sample who listed their

hometown as being over 100,000 in population had a more

neutral attitude about the impact of AIDS on social norms

than students who were from hometowns of less than 100,000,

who appeared to see more impact of AIDS. On the SD scale,
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Group 6 (x = 8.7692) differed from Group 1 (i = 10.2169) and

4 (x = 10.1667), with Group 7 (R = 9.0217) differing from

Groups 1 and 4. These results indicate that students who

listed a hometown with a population of between 350,001 and

500,000 (Group 6) and over 500,000 (Group 7) were more

concerned about the perceived severity of AIDS as a disease

than those who listed hometown with populations of less than

1000 or of between 50,001 and 100,000, who appeared to be

somewhat less concerned about the severity of AIDS. The PV,

DI, and DE scales were not significant for any of the

hometown groups. The populations of students' hometowns did

not seem to influence students' perceived attitudes on those

scales.

Research question 6 explored the possible interactive

influences of the factors gender, ethnic group, institution,

and hometown on the AIDS Information Scale and AIDS Attitude

Scales. Significant interactions were found. The AIDS

Information Scale data were analyzed with a series of two-

way ANOVAs. Three-and four-way ANOVAs were not performed

due to the number of empty cells in the analysis.

AIDS Information Scale

Six, two-way ANOVAs were performed on the data gathered

from the AIDS Information Scale. The summaries of the

ANOVAs follows. (Refer to appendix c, table 10 for summary

tables for the ANOVAs.) On the School x Gender comparison
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(5 x 2), school was significant at the .001 level, with

gender and the interaction significant at the .05 level.

Therefore, enrollment at a specific institution, the gender

of the sample members, and the interactive influence of the

factors of enrollment and gender did appear to influence

knowledge about AIDS.

On the Ethnic x Gender comparison (2 x 2), ethnic group

was significant at the .001 level, with gender significant

at the .05 level. The interaction between gender and ethnic

group did not approach significance. Therefore, ethnic

group membership and gender of the sample seemed to have an

effect on the level of knowledge of the sample about AIDS.

On the School x Ethnic comparison (5 x 2), neither

factor was singularly significant. The interaction was

significant at the .05 level. The individual factors did

not appear to influence AIDS knowledge. However, when the

factors were combined, a significant difference appeared on

the level of AIDS knowledge.

On the Hometown x Gender comparison (5 x 2), both

factors were significant at the .05 level. The interaction

between the factors was not significant. This ANOVA seems

to show the individual factors to affect level of AIDS

knowledge with the interaction of the factors not having a

significant influence.

On the Hometown x School comparison (7 :K 5), school was

the only significant factor (.001 level). Again, enrollment
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at a specific institution appeared to influence the amount

of AIDS knowledge held by the sample, with hometown and

interaction between the factors not having a significant

effect.

The ANOVA on the factors of ethnic group and hometown

(2 x 7) showed a significant main effect of ethnic group at

the .05 level, with neither hometown nor the interaction

approaching significance. On this analysis, ethnic group

membership appeared to influence amount of AIDS knowledge

while hometown population of the sample and the interaction

between the factors showed no significant effect.

AIDS Attitude Scales

To summarize the AIDS Attitude Scales, only the

individual factors which were found significant on the one-

way analysis of variance procedures were used in the ANOVAs.

Also, in the some of the ANOVAs, there were insufficient

numbers per cell for the analysis to be considered valid.

Possible three-or four-way interactions were not

investigated.

On the PV Scale, the factors of school and gender were

compared. The main effect of school was found to be

significant (F = 2.797, df = 1/394, p < .05). An

interaction between school and gender was also found to be

significant (f = 2.014, df = 4/394, p < .05). Therefore,

the individual factor of enrollment at a specific school did
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appear to influence perceived personal vulnerability to AIDS

as did the interaction between the two factors.

School and gender (5 x 2) on the SN scale were

compared. School was found significant at the .001 level (F

= 14.248, df = 4/394, p < .001). The factor of gender and

the interaction between school and gender were not found

significant. A two-way ANOVA was also run on the SN scale,

comparing school and ethnic group (5 x 2). Both main

effects, school (F = 2.900, df = 4/364, p < .05), and ethnic

group (F = 6.370, df = 1/364, p < .05) were found

significant. Interaction of school and ethnic group was not

significant. In the comparison of school, ethnic group, and

hometown (5 x 2 x 7), only a significant main effect of

ethnic group was found (F = 5.360, df = 1/364, p < .05). To

summarize the ANOVAs, none of the interactions between the

factors had a significant influence on the perceived social

norms about AIDS of the sample. On the two-way ANOVAs, main

effects of school and ethnic group appeared to significantly

influence scores on the social norm scale. However, on the

three-way ANOVA, only the factor of ethnic group membership

was shown to influence perceived social norms concerning

AIDS on this scale.

School and gender were analyzed on the DI Scale. Only

the factor of gender was found to be significant (F =

12.359, df = 1/394, p < .001). Neither school nor the

interaction of the two factors was found significant. When
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school, gender, and ethnic group were compared (5 x 2 x 2),

the main effects of gender (F = 12.095, df = 1/363, p < .01)

and ethnic group (F = 9.040, df = 1/363, p < .01) were found

significant at the .01 level. The main effect of school and

the interactions between the variables were not found

significant. In summary, the ANOVAs seemed to show that the

factors of gender and ethnic group had the most influence on

the desire for AIDS knowledge among the sample, with school

and interactions among the factors not having a significant

effect.

On the SD scale concerning the comparison of school and

gender (5 x 2), significance was not found individually with

the factors or with interaction of the two. Ethnic group

and hometown were also compared (2 x 7). A significant main

effect of ethnic group was found (f = 4.569, df = 1/364, p

< .05). No significant interaction was found. Ethnic group

membership appeared to significantly influence the sample's

perception of the severity of the AIDS disease, with other

factors and interactions among the factors not appearing to

have a significant effect.

When school and gender were compared on the PE Scale (5

x 2), the factor of school was found to be significant (F =

3.134, df = 4/394, p < .05) and the interaction between

school and gender was also significant (f = 3.101, df =

4/394, p < .05). School and ethnic group (5 x 2) were also

compared on the PE scale. On this ANOVA there were no
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significant main effects and no significant interactions.

To summarize, school, individually and with the added factor

of gender, appeared to have a significant effect on the

sample's perception of the efficiency of AIDS prevention

methods. However, when school was analyzed with the added

factor of ethnic group, neither the individual factors nor

the interaction between them was found significant.

Discussion

This study examined the knowledge, attitudes, sources

of information about AIDS, and personal behaviors relating

to AIDS held by a sample of lower-level college students.

School enrollment, ethnic group membership, gender, and size

of hometown were used as comparison factors on analysis of

variance on the dependent variables of knowledge and

attitudes. Descriptive data were reported on the variables

of information sources and personal behaviors.

On the knowledge survey, as previously noted, the

sample in this research was found to vary significantly on

each of the independent variables of gender, school, ethnic

group, and hometown. Females were found to have higher

knowledge scores than males. School 5 (Private-4 year) was

found to have lower scores on the knowledge scale than all

other schools. Caucasians scored higher knowledge scores

than blacks. Students from hometowns with population of

more that 500,000 were found to have lower knowledge means
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than students from all other categories. To summarize AIDS

knowledge in this sample, it appears despite being exposed

to AIDS information, as shown in the information sources

results, the sample was unsure about the information or had

not incorporated the information into their thinking.

On the attitudes scales, the overall sample scores

showed many similar opinions on the attitude scales, but

when analyzed, significant differences appeared. On the PV

scale, the sample appeared to be concerned about their

vulnerability, with school, ethnic group, and gender

significantly influencing the level of concern. On the SN

scale, the sample indicated the opinion that AIDS had not

had an impact on behaviors, with hometown, school, and

ethnic group influencing the opinion. The DI scale showed

that the sample wanted more information, with school, ethnic

group, and gender influencing this desire. On the SD scale,

the sample indicated that AIDS is a severe disease, with

ethnic group and hometown influencing their opinion. The PE

scale showed the sample to have a belief in current methods

of preventing AIDS, with school, ethnic group, and gender

influencing the opinion.

The descriptive statistics for the information sources

and personal behaviors were also reported. On information

sources, the sample reported television, newspapers, and

teachers/school as primary sources of information about

AIDS. With some variation in order, the same three were
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reported as primary sources across gender and ethnic group.

The results also emphasize the need for accuracy in the

information reported in the newspaper and television media.

Personal behaviors were examined across gender, with

comparison between the past one-to-six month period and the

previous seven-to-twelve month period. Both genders showed

changes in some AIDS-related behaviors such as decreased

drug use (with the exception of increased alcohol use for

both groups) and increased use of condoms and discussions of

safe sex.

Standardization of instruments to measure AIDS

knowledge and attitudes is clearly a current weakness of

this type of research. It appears that various researchers

have developed separate instruments for use in research.

Therefore, comparisons with related research other than that

which has been done by Rhodes and Wolitski, who developed

the instrument used in this research, is limited to general

themes found in the literature.

The findings of the current research appear to disagree

with the results that Wolitski and Rhodes (1988) found using

a shorter form of their AIDS knowledge instrument in their

survey of 1025 college students in California. The students

in their research scored a mean on the knowledge scale of

85.7 of a possible 100 points. This study's sample scored

means which ranged from a low of 92.9 (59.9%) to a high of

99.0 (63.87%) out of 155 possible points. The college
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students in this sample did not appear to be as

knowledgeable about AIDS as did the students in the Wolitski

and Rhodes (1988, June) study done in California, suggesting

the possibility of intervening variables influencing

knowledge. Concerning risk of contracting AIDS, the

Wolitski and Rhodes (1988, June) sample members viewed

themselves as not being at high risk, while students in this

study saw themselves as being vulnerable to AIDS.

Wolitski and Rhodes (1988, April) surveyed 706 high

school students from Los Angeles and Orange County,

California, using a similar instrument. The mean knowledge

score reported for the high school students was 73.0 of a

possible 100 points. Again the Wolitski and Rhodes sample

had a higher percentage of overall knowledge than did the

college students from this sample.

Concerning the AIDS attitudes scales, similarities and

differences between the Wolitski and Rhodes sample and the

current sample were found. In the area of personal

vulnerability to the disease, the California sample

expressed the belief that they were vulnerable to exposure

while the sample in this research expressed some concern

about exposure. The Wolitski and Rhodes research described

students as wanting more information about AIDS and as being

concerned about the spread of the disease. Students in this

sample also wanted more information and were concerned about

the spread of the disease. The Wolitski and Rhodes sample
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expressed negative attitudes toward the effectiveness of

risk-reduction methods pertaining to AIDS while this sample

expressed some trust in prevention methods.

Of the research cited concerning college students'

knowledge about AIDS, a majority of the studies found

students to be moderately- to highly-knowledgeable about

general AIDS information (DiClemente, Zorn, & Temoshok,

1987; Edgar, Freimuth, & Hammond, 1988; Goodwin & Roscoe,

1988; Katzman, Mulholland, & Sutherland, 1988; Witt, 1989).

The research studies cited contrast with the results from

this study of college students. These differing results

could be attributed to differences in instrumentation or

could show this sample to be deficient in the area of

overall AIDS knowledge.

Concerning sources of knowledge about AIDS, McDermott,

Hawkins, Moore, and Cittadino (1987) found that college

students gained their knowledge from television, newspapers,

and magazines. The students in this sample also listed

television and newspapers as primary information sources,

with the addition of teachers and other school-related

activities. Gottlieb, Vacalis, Palmer, and Conlon (1988)

reported that students also learned about AIDS from the

questionnaire used in their research. These results

underline the need for accurate information to be

disseminated through all forms of media. The response from

this study results suggest that the sampled schools are
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viewed by their students as being involved in circulating

AIDS information.

Differences in AIDS knowledge based on gender, ethnic

group, and geographic location were also explored in related

research. Goodwin and Roscoe (1988) reported females as

being more knowledgeable about AIDS than males. This agrees

with the findings of this study. DiClemente, Zorn, and

Temoshok (1987) found no significant differences in

knowledge based on gender. DiClemente, Zorn, and Temoshok,

(1987) found Caucasians to be more knowledgeable about AIDS

than other ethnic groups, which also agrees with the

findings of this study. They also reported that students

who had lived in the San Francisco Bay area longer were more

knowledgeable about AIDS than others. This suggests that

living near a center for AIDS research and on area with a

large number of AIDS infected residents possibly influenced

the sample members' knowledge. This study sample's

proximity to a large city (population of over 300,000) with

a large number of gay individuals making up its population

appears to be significant in a positive direction for one

institution (School 1 Metropolitan-4 year) and in a negative

direction for another institution (School 5 Private-4 year).

Other researchers have reported mixed results regarding

students' perceptions of their vulnerability and/or their

belief in the likelihood of contracting AIDS. Royce,

Dhooper, and Hatch (1987) reported their sample to have a
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pervasive fear of contracting AIDS. Edgar, Freimuth, and

Hammond (1988) found little behavior change in their sample

and related the lack of change to the students' not

personalizing the AIDS risk. Ishii-Kuntz (1988) found

students changing some behaviors which could reduce their

AIDS risk. Carroll (1988) reported students' behavior as

being changed by their concern about AIDS. Simkins and

Kushner (1988) reported their sample as expressing little or

no concern about contracting AIDS. Gottlieb, Vacalis,

Palmer, and Conlon (1988) also reported that their sample

expressed a lack of concern about contracting AIDS.

Katzman, Mulholland, and Sutherland (1988), however,

described their sample as definitely concerned with AIDS.

The sample in this study expressed some concern about

contracting AIDS. Their behavior showed a possible impact

of AIDS information with some increase in condom use and in

safe sex discussions with partner in the past one-to-six

months.

Differences between the results found in this study and

in the research studies cited could also be related to the

unique properties of this sample. The majority of the

students in this sample were female. Of the 396 individuals

surveyed only 5 (1%) indicated a sexual orientation other

than heterosexual (homosexual or bisexual). School 5

(Private-4 year) is a private, church-supported, four-year

university with a predominantly black student population.
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The majority of students from this institution were from

hometowns of more than 100,000 population. Students from

School 5 (Private-4 year) constituted nearly all of the

black students used for ethnic group comparison. The other

four schools were public, state-supported institutions which

were predominantly Caucasian.

As stated, students were given an opportunity to

discuss the survey contents and also a means to receive a

copy of the findings of the study. As of eight months

following the actual surveying of students, only one student

had inquired about results. When students were given the

opportunity to discuss the survey contents, they appeared

willing to stay, but few were willing to verbalize their

concerns.

Based upon the findings of this study and the review of

related literature, some recommendations can be made

concerning college students and AIDS. First, as suggested,

standardization of survey instruments should be accomplished

so that accurate comparisons can be made. Instrument

standardization will be difficult as certain aspects of AIDS

knowledge are still evolving and will continue to do so in

the future. Perhaps the continued involvement of

organizations such as the American College Health

Association will facilitate the process of standardization

of an AIDS knowledge measurement instrument.
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Second, the results of this research show students

receiving most of their information from television,

newspapers, and school-related activities. As previously

stated, the information gained from television and

newspapers should be constantly under inspection for

accuracy. Individual schools should continue their

involvement in disseminating AIDS-related information

through methods which are most likely to cross attitudinal

boundaries such as beliefs about low personal vulnerability

which might block such information. These methods might

include increased involvement of heterosexual students and

the involvement of prominent social and academic

organizations of students.

Third, an in-depth analysis of the individual items

used to gather the data in this research is warranted.

Thorough examination of students' responses to specific

items would allow those who are designing programs for the

college/university population to direct programs to the

specific needs in areas of knowledge and attitudes of

students.

Fourth, similar analysis of the same data with the

exclusion of School 5 (Private-4 year) is suggested. It is

safe to speculate that the deletion of School 5 would affect

the levels of significance found in this research.
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INSTRUCTIONS: Please answer these questions by marking your response
in the space provided. Your answers are confidential.

Where do you live? City, State

Hometown (if different)? City, State

Please answer these: Years of age

Sex: Mal e Femal e

Have you ever been pregnant: Yes _ No

In which category do you place yourself? (Check one)

White _____ Black

Hispanic------_-___ -- Asian/Pacific Islander

American Indian/Alaskan Native-_-_______---Other

What is your academic classification?

Freshman _Sophomore

Junior ______Senior

What is your current marital status?

Single----_______--Married Widowed

Divorced Separated

Are you currently in a committed Yes
relationship with a person to whom
you are not legally married? No

Which category best describes your sexual orientation?

Heterosexual-_-__-_-Homosexual Bisexual

Do you consider yourself at risk of being exposed to AIDS?

No, not at risk at all Yes at low risk

Yes, but at moderate risk _.___. Yes, at high risk

Are your more protective of yourself Yes
since the AIDS epidemic? No
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Instructions: Give your opinion about each of the following
statements using the 5-point scale. Mark your answer in the blank
before the question.

A--------------B--------------C--------------D--------------r

Agree
Strongly

Agree
Somewhat

Neutral. Disagree
Somewhat

Disagree
Strongly

1. AIDS has become this country's
number-one health problem.

2. I am not worried about
getting AIDS.

3. There is a general need for
more AIDS information and
education.

4. 1 don't think that condoms
can provide very much real
protection against AIDS.

5. Dying of AIDS is one of
the most painful deaths
that I can imagine.

6. I think I will be able
to protect myself from

being exposed to AIDS.

7. Very few people are doing
anything differently because
of AIDS.

S. I would like to learn
more about AIDS and
how it is spread.

9. I am concerned that
I might get exposed
to the AIDS virus.

10. The preventive measures
that are currently available
give good protection against
AIDS infection.

11. In my opinion, there is
no such thing as "safe"
or "safer" sex so far as
AIDS is concerned.

12. 1 believe that AIDS education
should be provided in the
public schools.

-. I feel helpless against a
disease like AIDS.

14. I have already heard more
than I want to hear about AIDS.

15. AIDS has caused a lot
of people to think more
seriously about sex.

___-16. There is really very.
little a person can do
to keep from getting AIDS.

-____17. The idea of getting AIDS
really frightens me.

-18. AIDS is a serious disease,
but I can think of other
diseases that would be
even worse to have.

---- 19. Most people are trying to
protect themselves against
AIDS these days.

20. 1 don't think AIDS will
ever affect my own life.

-21. AIDS has made people a
lot more careful about who
they have sex with.

--- _22. I can't think of anything
worse than getting AIDS.

---- 23. Most of the people I know
have made changes in their
lives to protect themselves
against AIDS.

____24. I consider my own AIDS
risk to be very low.

-25. Even a disease as serious
as AIDS is not going to
change people's attitudes
about having sex or
using drugs.

__26. These days everybody is
at risk for getting AIDS.
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Instructions: Tell whether you believe each of the following
statements is true or false, and how sure you are of your answer,
using the scale below.

True
(Very sure)

True
(Somewhat sure)

Not Sure
-------------------- E

False False
(Somewhat sure) (Very sure)

27. If you kiss someone with
AIDS, you will probably
get the disease.

28. A person is not very
likely to get AIDS by
sharing IV-drug needles
with someone who has
the virus.

-29. People can get AIDS by
eating food that has
been prepared by someone
who has the disease.

-30. Many lesbians have AIDS.

31. It is very unlikely
that a blood transfusion
would give a person AIDS
these days.

32. AIDS was first identified
by scientists in the
early 1980's.

33. It is unsafe to shake
hands with somebody
who has AIDS.

---- 34. Women can pass the AIDS
virus to their male
sex partner-s.

-- 35. A person can get AIDS
by donating blood.

36. Latex condoms (rubbers)
can reduce the chance of
passing the AIDS virus
from one sex partner
to the other.

-- 37. A pregnant woman who
has AIDS can pass the
disease to her unborn baby.

38. AIDS is spread by mosquitoes.

-__39. A person can be infected
with the AIDS virus for
five or more years without
getting sick.

40. Children who have AIDS
can easily spread the
disease to other children.

41. It is unsafe to use drinking
fountains or- public toilets
that might have been used by
somebody who has AIDS.

42. Household pets can spread
the AIDS virus to people.

-43. There is very little AIDS
among Blacks and Hispanics
in this country.

44. It is safe to share drinking
glasses and eating utensils
with people who have AIDS.

-45. A person is less likely to
get infected with the AIDS
virus through oral sex
than through sexual intercourse.

46. There are no cases of
people getting AIDS
from contact with saliva.

47. More of the AIDS virus is
found in blood and semen
than in other body fluids.

48. The AIDS virus is not
spread by sneezing or
coughing.

-49. Breast milk can pass
the AIDS virus from a
mother to her infant.

-50. Everyone who is infected
with the AIDS virus has
some visible symptoms.

,. ----.--------- f- B---------iMY---- ---
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CONSENT FOR PARTICIPATION

I agree to participate in the research project being done by

Rebecca Trammell. My participation will involve the completion

of a survey on college student attitudes about and knowledge of

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS). I understand some of

the questions on the survey will involve intimate details of my

life and all possible attempts will be taken to protect my

confidentiality. I also understand my name or any information

specifically identifying me will not be used as part of the

research. My participation or nonparticipation does not in any

way influence my evaluation or grade for this course. At any

time during the research project, I can choose to withdraw from

the sample and my request will be honored. The request will be

made to the principal researcher, Rebecca Trammell. I may

contact Ms. Trammell if I have questions about the research.

My completion of the attached survey signifies my consent to be

part of the sample population for the research. If I wish to

receive a summary of the research, I will contact the principal

researcher for such a summary.

Rebecca Trammell; University of North Texas; Counselor Education

Department; Denton, Texas 76203; (817) 565-2910
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CDLLIEDE /UNI\/ ERE3I TY CONSENT

In my position s--------------------.-........ c- with

U takn{A~ckt ~I consent to al low

Rebecca Trammel to gather research data on the students

at this campus.

Si g nature

Poas i t i on

School

Date

i..ry--.....-----
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COLLEGE/UN I VERSE I TY CONSENT

In my position as Dean of Students with

Southeastern Oklahoma State University, I consent to allow

Rebecca Trammell to gather research data on the students

at this campus.

Signature

Position

School

Date

.. u..e.- e 2......wS.9 wn~w.. wa w ...U i r .y
_so" a ser 1 -L9a t89.wi.ii
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COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY CONSENT

In my position

, I consent to allow

Rebecca Trammell to gather research data on the students

at this campu

Signature

Position

School

Date
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COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY CONSENT

In my position as a College Survival Ed. 101 Pro. with

.s...t T.i..loltesoAnuCo lejeAusi..,Texas, I consent to allow

Rebecca Trammell to gather research data on the students

at this campus.

Signature

Position Assistance Director UB/SSS Programs

School HustonTillotsonCollege

Date _jW..On.Vary-i.L9 -_0
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COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY CONSENT

In my position as <.' _i' tru../.___ wi th _

4 t'e Sf. , I consent to allow

Rebecca Trammell to gather research data on the students

at this campus.

Signature

Position

School

Date

wr " w r r ' Q r r a w « w iw r w r w w w r w r ~ r r + r r r r r

' - J ' /"',mt



AIDS Research & Education Project 7
Psychology Department

(213) 985-7508 CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, LONG BEACH

October 12, 1989

Becky Trammell
3100 Dunnes Place
Denton, TX 76201

Dear Ms. Trammell:

You are welcome to use the AIDS Information and Opinion Survey, in whole or in part, as a
part of your own research activities. If you do present or publish a paper based upon data
collected using the instrument, I would appreciate it if you would reference the development
and implementation of the instrument. References for paper presentations based on this
instrument are included on the cover sheets of the research reports you received earlier.

Please contact me before including one of these references as part of your final presentation
or article. We are currently in the process of writing up some of these findings for
publication. I will be happy to provide you with manuscript copies and publication information
when available.

If I can be of any further assistance, please feel free to get in touch with me again.

Sincerely,

Richard Wolitski
Research Associate

RJW/jb
Enclosures

1250 Bellflower Boulevard, Long Beach, CA 90840-0901
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DATE__.._ _-_ C

This is to verify that Rebecca Trammell has secured

permission to use the survey instrument developed by the

Dallas County AIDS Prevention Project in her dissertation

research.

NAME -

TITLE VA4 Q

,.r..... ............. ram .rs.r. seem son 4"m "m amp wm" wr.sft .. , ... r w ..... omm"
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Table 1

Demographic Breakdown of Sample

Totals

Male - 152 Female - 244

Ethnic Breakdown

White 285
Black 80
Hispanic 15
Asian/Pacific Islander 4
American Indian/Alaskan 12
Other 0

Hometown

Population Sample Percent of Sample

1 <3000 83 21
2 3001-10000 71 18
3 10001-50000 68 17
4 50001-100000 84 21
5 100001-350000 31 8
6 350001-500000 13 3
7 >500001 46 12

Age Of Sample Marital Status

<= 19 281 Single 340
20-25 74 Married 41
26-35 26 Divorced 12
>36 15 Widowed 1

Separated 2

(table continues)
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Sexual Orientation Of Sample

Heterosexual 391
Homosexual 3
Bisexual 2

Sample By School (Ethnic/Gender)

Male Female White Black

1. 25 53 71 4
2. 30 25 49 2
3. 35 55 72 10
4. 43 68 92 7
5. 19 43 1 57
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Table 2

Sample's Perceived Risk of Contracting Aids

Male Female Percent of Sample

No Risk 106 198 74%
Yes, Moderate 10 18 7%
Yes, Low 35 36 18%
Yes, High 1 1 1%

Table 3

Range of Possible Attitude Variable Scores

Attitude Variable Score Range Average

PV 8-40 24
SN 6-30 18
DI 4-20 12
SD 4-20 12
PE 4-20 12
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Table 4

Attitude Survey Mean Scores Broken Down By Variable and By

Attitude Scale

School x Scale

Scale Mean Range
PV 18.2097 - 19.8718
SN 13.1613 - 16.2162
DI 8.0161 - 8.7000
SD 9.0161 - 9.9910
PE 12.2742 - 13.5128**

Gender x Scale

Male Female
PV 17.95 - 20.05 18.33 - 20.33
SN 13.74 - 16.21 12.91 - 16.40
DI 8.32 - 9.35 7.71 - 8.56
SD 9.16 - 10.47 9.63 - 9.96
PE 11.53 - 14.10** 12.20 - 13.63**

Ethnic Group x Scale

Caucasian Black
PV 12.00 - 20.01 16.00 - 22.00
SN 12.00 - 17.60 12.00 - 17.25
DI 8.00 - 8.98 6.50 - 8.43
SD 9.97* 8.96*
PE 13.54* ** 12.36* **

Hometown x Scale

PV 18.3548 - 20.2174

SN 14.1290 - 16.1786
DI No means reported***
SD 8.7692 - 10.2169
PE 12.3043 - 14.0000**

*These were the only means reported for these scales.
**These means were above average.
***The DI scale score was not found to differ significantly
on the individual variable of hometown or in the
interactions of hometown and the other variables.
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Table 5

Demographic Description of Sample Broken Down With Variables

of Gender, Ethnic Group, and Hometown by School

SCH 1 SCH 2 SCH 3 SCH 4 SCH 5

Total 58 46 65 83 49

Male 17 25 28 29 11
Female 41 21 37 54 38

Caucasian 55 41 55 71 1
Black 3 5 10 12 48

Hometown*

1 6 21 22 11 0
2 7 7 27 17 0
3 13 16 14 4 5
4 16 0 1 41 1
5 6 0 0 3 17
6 2 2 2 2 4
7 8 0 0 5 22

*Population of hometown and percentage of total sample. 1

<3,000, 19.9%; 2 = 3,001-10,000, 19%; 3 = 10,001-50,000,

17%; 4 = 50,001-100,000, 19%; 5 = 10,001-350,000, 8.6%; 6

350,001-500,000, 3.9%; 7 = >500,001, 11.6%.
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Table 6

Sources of Information About Aids Indicated by Sample

Source Caucasian Black

1. Television 256 71
2. Radio 75 29
3. Teachers/School 170 60
4. Newspapers 172 53
5. Friends 78 30
6. Books 93 49
7. Physicians 29 25
8. AIDS Seminars/Workshops 54 44

Table 7

Sources of Information About Aids Broken Down by School

and by Gender

Information Sources: Male/Female

School I

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

School 2

21/49
6/16

13/00
16/34
3/13
2/17
1/09
2/08

School 4

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

School 3

28/22
10/06
24/20
16/11
9/08
2/17
1/09
5/05

School 5

38/63
16/17
21/37
31/46
13/24
16/31
4/09
7/07

17/37
II. 5/19
III. 15/35
IV. 12/28
V. 9/17
VI. 9/25
VII. 8/17
VIII. 7/07

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

Overall

I. 133/221
II. 48/66
III. 88/161
IV. 96/153
V. 44/78
VI. 44/112
VII. 17/43
VIII. 38/68

29/50
11/08
15/28
21/34
10/16
11/30

2/07
12/19

Totals

(354)
(114)
(249)
(249)
(122)
(156)
(60)

(144)
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Table 8

Summary Table for One-way ANOVA For Information Scale With

Variables of School. Gender, Ethnic Group, and Hometown.

MSB1 MSW2 F P

School 280.4557 53.0056 5.2911 .0004**
df1=4 df2 = 390

Gender 272.9188 54.8317 4.9774 .0262*
df1 = 1 df2 = 392

Ethnic 889.2148 51.5379 17.2536 .0000***
df1 = 1 df2 = 362

Hometown 114.5046 54.3994 2.1049 .0519
df1 = 6 df2 = 388

* = R < .05 ** = p < .01 *** = p < .001

MSB = Mean Squares Between Groups
MSW = Mean Squares Within Groups
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Table 9

Summary Tables for One-Way ANOVA for Attitude Scales With

Variables of School, Gender, Ethnic Group, and Hometown.

School

MSB1 MSW2 F p

PV 28.2894 10.8027 2.6187 .0347*
SN 109.4635 7.7453 14.1330 .0000***
DI 5.3622 2.1556 2.4876 .0430*
SD 10.9854 5.3931 2.0369 .0885
PE 17.4007 5.7508 3.0258 .0177**

dfl = 4 df2 = 391

Gender

MSB1 MSW2 F P

PV 4.5037 10.9550 .4111 .5218
SN .3519 8.8042 .0400 .8416
DI 29.2134 2.1241 13.7535 .0002***
SD 10.6497 5.4237 1.9636 .1619
PE .0875 5.8948 .0148 .9031

dfl = 1 df2 = 393

Ethnic

MSB1 MSW2 F P

PV 76.4298 10.7573 7.1049 .0080**
SN 387.3349 7.8785 49.1635 .0000***
DI 37.7311 2.0427 18.4712 .0000***
SD 63.2077 5.3763 11.7567 .0007***
PE 86.6608 5.6895 15.2318 .0001***

dfl = 1 df2 = 363

((table continues)
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Hometown

MSB1 MSW2 F P

PV 21.7761 10.8133 2.0138 .0629
SN 32.1292 8.4151 3.8180 .0010**
DI 1.1226 2.2045 .5092 .8014
SD 12.7639 5.3369 2.3917 .0279*
PE 8.8345 5.8230 1.5172 .1711

dfi = 6 df2 ='389

* = . < .05 ** = . < .01 r*** = < .001

MSB = Mean Squares Between Groups
MSW = Mean Squares Within Groups
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Table 10

SummaryTablesof. Two-Anovas of the Information Scale with

Variables of School,Gender, Ethnic Group, and Hometown.

School x Gender

Source df SS MS F P

School 4 1174.519 293.630 5.714 .000***
Gender 1 310.545 310.545 6.043 .014*
Interaction 4 587.576 146.894 2.859 .023*
Residual 384 19731.921 51.385

Total 393 21766.934 55.387

Ethnic x Gender

Source df SS MS F P

Ethnic 1 960.111 960.111 18.882 .000***
Gender 1 247.536 247.536 4.868 .028*
Interaction 1 116.596 116.596 2.293 .131
Residual 359 18254.823 50.849

Total 362 19517.642 53.916

School x Ethnic

Source df SS MS F P

School 4 317.124 79.281 1.580 .179
Ethnic 1 120.196 120.196 2.395 .123
Interaction 4 576.769 144.192 2.874 .023*
Residual 354 17762.812 50.177

Total 363 19545.920 53.846

(table continues)
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Hometown x Gender

Source df SS MS F P

Home Town 6 694.072 115.679 2.132 .049*
Gender 1 274.503 274.503 5.060 .025*
Interaction 6 183.422 30.570 .563 .759
Residual 380 20616.522 54.254

Total 393 21766.934 55.387

Hometown x School

Source df SS MSF

Home Town 6 553.500 92.250 1.732 .113
School 4 988.295 247.074 4.638 .001***
Interaction 18 620.983 34.499 .648 .861
Residual 366 19497.684 53.272

Total 394 21793.990 55.315

Hometown x Ethnic

Source df SS MS Fp

Ethnic 1 457.338 457.338 8.880 .003**
Home Town 6 400.907 66.818 1.297 .258
Interaction 6 229.254 38.209 .742 .616
Residual 350 18026.545 51.504

Total 363 19545.920 53.846

* = i~ < .5 ** p~ <.01 = < .00

* = A < 05 ** =p.< .01 *** A <.001
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